
Buyer beware!

Buyer beware 

One of the main benefits that the internet 
has brought to procurement, buying 
services and/or products, is that 
information is now freely available to the 
buyer, whereas before it was not. 

Previously, the vendor and his sales team 
often held the balance of power; in that the 
weight of knowledge between the buyer 
and the vendor was stacked massively in 
the salesman’s favour. Caveat emptor 
‘Buyer Beware!’ was then sage advice. 

Nowadays buyers are often as 
knowledgeable as salesmen in a given 
situation; detailed research and meticulous 
analysis being usually only a few key 
strokes away thanks to the internet.

But is this rebalancing of knowledge (and 
therefore buying power) true of the most 
modern, cutting edge and innovative 
products/services? Can a layperson really 
debunk charlatans and cowboys in the 
developing industry of UAS service 
provision? Or do you feel that you will have 
to take a chance and hope that you’re not 
dealing with an entirely ‘fake it ‘til you make 
it’ outfit, or perhaps even have to settle on 
awarding work to a well-known and 
seasoned underperformer?
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Jose Vega-Lozano, Director at Aerial Vision Ltd, gives PES a 
thought provoking look in to the world of UAV providers. He 
suggests caution and questioning before deciding who to use: 
make sure your chosen company can deliver what you need 
and what you expect. There are many drone services out 
there, but which one is for you?
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Some people believe that over 60% of what 
you see and hear in terms of UAS industry 
claims are at best fanciful. They may be 
right; it’s not as simple to research UAS 
service provision capabilities and 
applications as it is buying a car or procuring 
a new cleaning contract; the facts are just 
not as accessible or, often, not truly genuine.

Here are things you do know:

•  You know the outcome and application of 
the data that you are asking the 
contractor to capture and therefore the 
quality of the data he must provide.

•  You know where the data must be 
captured and therefore what environmental 

conditions the UAS is to be flown in.

•  You know what your company’s appetite 
for risk is, your regulatory constraints and 
safety policies and therefore what the 
service provider must demonstrate and 
ultimately comply with.

•  You know how much you have to spend 
(and on what) and therefore the scope 
and extent of the deliverables you are 
asking to be provided

So, I would say, ask yourself some basic 
questions based on those areas fundamental 
to what you want from a UAS service 
provider. Maybe: proven & reliable, good 
value, high quality, responsible and safe.

Proven & reliable

Does the provider’s website say they do 
everything? If so, beware of Jack of all 
trades, master of none. Have you visited 
their offices? Is it merely a registered office 
address or is it working office? Did you 
meet any operational personnel? If not, why 
not? Do they have their own branded 
vehicle fleet and PPE? If not, why not? How 
many industry aviation technical assurance 
audits have they been subject to, by who 
and what were the results? If none, ask 
why? Are they really partnered with another 
company whose close association could 
give you assurances? If so, contact the 
partner and ask why you should use them.

Does your provider use words that attempt 
to describe their operation as one of a kind, 
best in world, unique or otherwise beyond 
compare to other companies? Press to test 
and rigorously examine words like 
exclusivity, customer focussed, innovative 
and world first: UAS service provision is not 
rocket science and has fairly low barriers to 
entry, so anyone could do it. The rare skill is 
running a scalable operation consistently 
delivering high quality data - safely.

Do you really understand the environmental 
limitations that affect the UAS inspection 
that your selected provider:

• Claims to be able to fly in safely?

•  Claims to be able to reliably gather the 
quality of data you require?

Insist on a demonstration subject to the 
same environmental and industrial 
conditions you operate in: show me!

Good value

If your industry and/or company is 
committed to innovation and digitisation, 
are you being sucked into the infectious 
hype of an overly ambitious UAS service 
provider? Is your expensive quote going to 
pay for high quality data capture, or are you 
actually funding an R&D project to allow 
your UAS service provider to fulfil their 
dream of being a tech company rather than 
a UAS service delivery company? 

If so, how committed to enduring service 
delivery customer satisfaction do you think 
they’ll be? How do you feel about paying for 
prototype aircraft and unproven technology 
being flown in and around your assets 
anyway? Some UAS only have logged a 
handful of hours in trial conditions.

Conversely, do you want to support a 
money for old rope model, where nothing 
has improved since the UAS company first 
flew? What new technological hardware, 
personnel training, procedural refinements 
and data processing capability has been 
introduced since the company’s launch? 
Tech is booming but some UAS service 
delivery companies’ hardware has mostly 
not moved-on from the pioneering days of 
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basically strapping a camcorder onto a toy.

Are you being upsold in-house software, 
reporting or proprietary web-based data 
viewing portals that you just don’t want or 
need? Do you think your UAS service 
delivery company is even likely able to 
produce better data analysis and 
presentation software solutions than a 
software developer? 

High quality

If you accept that Einstein was correct when 
he said ‘The only source of knowledge is 
experience’, what is your UAS provider’s 
aviation experience? Are you asking your 
UAS provider to take photographs? If so, 
what are your provider’s photographic 
credentials? UAS pilots are all too often not 
skilled or trained photographers.

Are you relying on a testimonial or referral? 
If so, what other experience has the author 
of the testimonial with other UAS service 
providers? This might have been his first 
rodeo or have been written for him by the 
UAS provider.

How is the quality control of your data 
assured by your UAS supplier, prior to the 
data being presented to you? Can you be 
sure that the scope will be completed to 
your satisfaction without having to 
remobilise the UAS team? How can you hold 
the UAS service provider to the agreed PO/
Contract and complete the scope at no 
additional cost to you? Who on-site has 
control over the data capture quality and any 
subsequent inspection or survey report? 

Why don’t you allow a UAS provider to train 
your personnel to become the mission 
commander/observer in the UAS team? You 
would have direct control over data quality 
and scope completion. If your UAS provider 
tells you this is too difficult, ask some tough 
questions on the reasons for this.

Responsible

Does your provider actively participate in 
UAS/Manned Aviation safety groups or 

involved in benchmarking or establishing 
best practice for UAS service provision in 
your industry? If so, how and why? Does 
your provider have policies or code of 
conduct on data protection, privacy and 
environment and are they consistent with 
your policies, values and standards? If so, 
ask them to explain their procedures that 
have been developed to implement those 
policies and safeguard your reputation.

Safety

How many accidents/incidents/near misses 
has your provider recorded in last 24 
months? Of those, how many airprox or 
incident reports have they submitted to 
CAA or national aviation authorities? If none 
recorded or reported – walk away! Have 
you seen their safety meeting minutes and 
do they understand your operational risk 
environment and safety requirements? If 

‘...we are currently in a time-bubble of possibility 
for opportunistic potential service providers...’
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not, why not? 

What is your UAS provider’s equipment 
maintenance programme? Perhaps they 
rent-in equipment and if so, how do they 
assure that the equipment is maintained 
and to what standard? If rented, look 
closely at their insurance cover and make 
sure it satisfies your expectations.

Does your provider contract in pilots or 
sub-contract the service delivery? How are 
you assured by your provider that the pilot 
in command is both current & competent 

but also familiar with the scope and RAMS 
for this task?

Finally, a UAS is merely a selfie stick, a flying 
computer or at best a replacement for an 
expensive and dangerous manned aircraft. It 
just gets the sensor to the right place; 
quickly, cheaply and safely. But nothing can 
currently completely replace the need for a 
person in absolutely every circumstance; it’s 
not a magic wand, just a tool. 

Indeed UAS is undoubtedly a device soon 
to become a commonly used tool by 

tradesmen and conventional (non-
innovative) industries as technology moves 
on. That is the future, but we are currently 
in a time-bubble of possibility for 
opportunistic potential service providers; 
just don’t let them try and sell you any 
Snake Oil! Instead, let’s keep this young, 
developing industry honest and exploit the 
services of those excellent providers that 
do measure up to your expectation; their 
numbers in the market are growing. Just 
remember to say to them ‘Show me’.

    www.aerialvision.co.uk
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